
22  EXCLUSIVE CATALOGUE

CAVIAR POWER

CAVIAR POWER
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

AGE REDUCING IN 45 MINUTES (QUICK TREATMENT)

PEELING (Phase 1) · 6 ml

CONCENTRATE (Phase 2) · 3,5 ml

MASK (Phase 3) · 10 ml

You only need 45 minutes to enjoy this exclusive Caviar Treatment. It offers your skin a boost of freshness.  

Experience relaxation, well-being and balance.

 

The treatment contains:
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DNA marin:   

High quality active ingredient complex made of roe, carrier of genetic cell information, intensive moisture 

supply to deeper skin layers, synthesizes ATP in the cells, stimulates the skin’s own repair system

Hydrolite®:

Stimulates the synthesis of hyaluronic acid, regenerates the hydro-lipid mantle

Vitamin A-Palmitate:

Increases collagen production, improves skin elasticity, regenerates UV-damaged skin

Macadamia nut oil:

Rich in unsaturated fatty acids, excellent skin nourishing properties, skin smoothing

Panthenol:

Effective repair and protective action, increases the skin’s water-binding capacity, supports the healing  

process, anti-inflammatory

Sorbitol:

Hexavalent sugar alcohol, moisturizing

MAIN ACTIVE INGREDIENTS OF THE SERIES
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TREATMENT SET  507

Skin type: pH: Emulsion type:

Dry, stressed skin in need of 

regeneration

4.0 Gel

Cleansing peeling with jojo bead granules, which dissolve during the gentle massage, and rounded exfolia- 

ting particles. The skin is moisturized throughout whilst fruit acids thoroughly cleanse the skin. The skin is 

softened and horny dead skin cells removed, preparing the skin for the active ingredients to be applied.  

The result is a clear, fresh complexion.

Active ingredients:  Fruit acids, jojo beads

Directions:  See treatment suggestion for CAVIAR POWER

Skin type: pH: Emulsion type:

Dry, stressed skin in need of 

regeneration

6.2 Gel

Active ingredients:  Hydrolite®, DNA-marine, algae extract, caviar, oyster extract

Directions: See treatment suggestion for CAVIAR POWER

Active ingredients concentrate with Hydrolite® which increases the hydration of the skin. The DNA gel is 

aimed at stimulating the repair mechanism of the slightly damaged skin, e.g. through sun exposure, whilst 

supporting its anti-aging properties. Small facial lines disappear and the skin looks smoother for a longer 

time.

Skin type: pH: Emulsion type:

Dry, stressed skin in need of 

regeneration

6.9 O/W emulsion

Active ingredients:   Almond oil, squalane, macadamia oil, Hydrolite®, panthenol, DNA-marine,  

aloe vera

Directions: See treatment suggestion for CAVIAR POWER

Cream mask for the immediate moisture balance of dry, stressed skin in need of regeneration. The DNA gel 

extracted from caviar does not only hydrate the skin, but also improves its energy supply and storage in the 

cells, thus stimulating its regenerative capacity. Due to its balanced ingredients and creamy textures, this 

mask is also suitable for massaging. The skin feels smooth and elastic again, the complexion refreshed  

and revitalized.

PHASE 1: PEELING

PHASE 3: MASK

PHASE 2: CONCENTRATE
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CAVIAR POWER TREATMENT SUGGESTION – SHORT 
Cleansing: CLEAN & ACTIVE CLEANSING LOTION (Art. no.: 201)

Peeling:  Apply the peeling (PHASE 1) to the face, neck and décolleté and massage into 

the skin for 2–3 minutes – when applying on sensitive skin, moisten the hands 

before the massage – then leave to rest for 5–7 minutes, massage any remaining 

residues into the skin or dab off with flat hands. Depending on the skin type, the 

peeling can be absorbed entirely by the skin. Rinse remaining peeling product 

with plenty of water.

Tonic: CLEAN & ACTIVE TONIC WITHOUT ALCOHOL (Art. no.: 204)

Ampoule treatment:  Apply the CONCENTRATE (PHASE 2) to face, neck and décolleté. Massage in 

well or apply a pressure point massage to work the product into the skin.

Mask:  Apply MASK (PHASE 3) and perform a gentle (short) massage. Remove any 

mask residues with a dry facial tissue. 

  ALTERNATIVELY: Leave the mask to absorb for 15–20 minutes, then perform 

a standard massage (in this case the treatment duration is approx. 60 minutes).

CAVIAR POWER TREATMENT SUGGESTION – LUXURY TREATMENT 
Cleansing: Cleanse with the CLEAN & ACTIVE CLEANSING LOTION (Art. no.: 201).

PHASE 1:  Peeling: Apply 2/3 of the syringe content to the face, massage into the skin for 

2–3 minutes, leave on for 5–7 minutes and then rinse off with plenty of water.

 Tonic: Tone with CLEAN & ACTIVE TONIC WITHOUT ALCOHOL (Art. no.: 204).

PHASE 2:  Active ingredient concentrate: Apply 2/3 of the CONCENTRATE syringe to the 

face, neck and décolleté. Then apply a pressure point massage to work it in. 

 

  Caviar Vlies (Collagen Sheet Mask): Place the CAVIAR VLIES (Art. no.: 463), 

moisten and leave to absorb for 20 minutes.

  Pampering phase: Whilst the mask is working, treat the customer’s hands. To 

do so, use the remaining peeling and active ingredient concentrate. Then apply 

1/3 of the mask, wrap hands in foil and leave to work.

PHASE 3:  Massage: Remove the mask from the face, apply the remaining 2/3 of the 

mask and perform a massage.

  Finishing care: Remove any excess with a facial tissue. (Duration approx. 90 

minutes)

TIP: Moisten the mask with a mixture of water and tonic.


